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The usage of metal nanoparticles has gained popularity due to their unique properties. However, their
effect on living cells is so far, unknown. The objective of the current study was to explain the actions of
copper, platinum, silver, and gold nanoparticles in respect to cell functions. In order to check the
nanoparticles’ features, a physicochemical analysis and morphological observation was executed
using a transmission electron microscope. The viability of the cells used to detect the nanoparticles’
toxicity was tested using a XTT cell proliferation assay. A scratch test confirmed the cells’ ability to
migrate after being treated with an increasingly larger concentration of metal nanoparticles. The
results showed that silver nanoparticles are the most harmful to the HS-5 cell line in a dose-dependent
manner. Additionally, copper and gold nanoparticles had the highest percentage of cell proliferation
and movement ability.
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Nowadays, nanotechnology is one of the fastest de-
veloping areas of science with many potential bene-
fits to human life. Using nanoparticles as a drug
delivery system enhances the bioavailability of pre-
cise medication (GWINN & VALLYATHAN 2006). The
influence of nanoparticles on cells is not the same for
every cell type (RANA & KALAICHELVAN 2013).
Although cells with a proper phenotype have not been
found to be sensitive to the toxic mechanism of nano-
particles, cancer cells (for example melanoma) are.
This process has pertained to copper nanoparticles
(CHAKRABORTY & BASU 2017). Silver nano-
particles, the most popular among metal nanoparti-
cles, are well-known for their toxic properties in re-
gards to a variety of microorganisms (RANA &
KALAICHELVAN 2013) but also to typical eukaryotic
cells (FRANCHI et al. 2015). Great antioxidant proper-
ties have been ascribed to platinum nanoparticles
which reduce reactive oxygen in species that interfere
with a signal transduction (KONIECZNY et al. 2013).

The absorption of nanoparticles may occur both by
inhalation and transdermally. Inside the body, the
small size of nanoparticles makes it easy for them to
penetrate cells causing diverse effects. They interact
with the cell membrane as well as organelles and can
even interact with genomes (EXBRAYAT et al. 2015).

The unique properties which characterize compli-
cated structures like nanoparticles are conditioned by
their high reactivity (STRAMBEANU et al. 2015).
It has been proved that small-sized nanoparticles may
be more toxic than bigger ones (ZHANG et al. 2014).
However, many factors modify the activity of nano-
particles (also shape or colloidal stability) (PULIT

et al. 2011; RANA & KALAICHELVAN 2013; SHANG

et al. 2014). There is no possibility to unequivocally
ascertain the toxic properties of metal nanoparticles
because they are is still under examination (PULIT

et al. 2011; LANGAUER-LEWOWICKA & PAWLAS

2014).
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Cell migration fills a noteworthy part in the func-
tioning of living organisms being the base of morpho-
genesis, immune response, and wound healing
(K£OPOCKA & KORCZYÑSKI 2018). Directed cell
movement is a complex process that requires the co-
ordination of several phenomena occurring in indi-
vidual areas inside a cell. The principal structures
associated with a cell’s ability to move are the lamelli-
podia, located right below the cell membrane, and the
microspikes (called filopodia) that project outside the
cell (STÊPIEÑ et al. 2006). These protrusions receive
environmental signals, thereby forming a leading
edge in the proper direction. During this process, po-
lymerization and shortly afterwards the contraction of
actin filaments occur. It is determined by the Rho
family of small G proteins due to their main role in the
transmission of intracellular signals (KLIMASZEWSKA
et al. 2011).

Regardless the nanoparticles’ toxicity or their lack,
they may be used as a supplement to developing treat-
ments in which there is an emphasis on selective ac-
tion on the relevant structures. As was mentioned by
FRANCHI et al. (2015), there is a necessity to perform
more research on typical normal cells to investigate
the potentially toxic properties of metal nanoparti-
cles. Normal cells could be represented by the HS-5
cell line that is a well-known biological model. It has
previously been used in nanotoxicity studies by other
researchers (SUBBIAH et al. 2015). Taking that aspect
into account and the fact that it is often chosen as
a control sample in studies of cancer cells
(SOSNOWSKA et al. 2017; JAWORSKI et al. 2019), it is
possible to rely on this model used in previous re-
search so as to enable extended analyses of various
types of diseases including other types of cells or for
examining the bioaccumulation of nanoparticles in
organisms. This research also provides the basis for
further studies due to its in vitro nature and the need to
examine the possible toxicity of the used substances
before performing subsequent experiments, including
in vivo analyses. The aim of the study is to provide
a better understanding of the effect of metal nanopar-
ticles on eukaryotic cells which could improve mod-
ern therapies.

Materials and Methods

In vitro model

The HS-5 cell line was obtained from the American
Type Cell Collection (Manassas, VA, USA) and the
cell culture was grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
Medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal bovine serum (Life
Technologies, Houston, TX, USA), 1% penicillin,
and streptomycin (Life Technologies) in dishes for
adherent growth in the incubator (RS Biotech Galaxy

R+, Great Britain) with a standard condition of 37°C
and 5% carbon dioxide. The cell passage was per-
formed when confluence equaled 75% depending on
the size of the culture vessels.

Characterization of nanoparticles

Copper and silver nanoparticles (Cu-NPs and Ag-
NPs) were obtained from aXonnite (Nano-Tech,
Warsaw, Poland), gold and platinum nanoparticles
(Au-NPs and Pt-NPs) from Nano-Koloid (Warsaw,
Poland). All types of nanoparticles were diluted from
their initial concentrations to 1; 2.5; 5 ìg/ml . The size
(dynamic light scattering) and stability (zeta poten-
tial) of the nanoparticles was defined using Zetasizer
Nano ZS (Malvern, UK). The morphology of the
nanoparticles was observed using a transmission elec-
tron microscope (TEM, JOEL, Japan).

Cell viability

Cell viability was evaluated using a Cell Prolifera-
tion Kit II (XTT) (Roche protocol, Germany). The
HS-5 cells were incubated in 96-well plates (5×10

3

cells per well) with the metal nanoparticles (in con-
centrations of 1; 2.5; 5 ìg/ml). Additionally, un-
treated cells were used for control groups and medium
without cells served as blank probes. Each sample
was prepared in triplicate. Then a XTT solution was
added into each well and incubated for 3h at 37°C.
The optical density (OD) was recorded using a micro-
plate reader (Infinite M200, Tecan, Switzerland) on a
wavelength of 450 nm. The results were expressed as
percentage of cell viability (ODtest - ODblank)/(OD-
control - ODblank), where OD test was the optical
density of cells exposed to appropriate nanoparticles’
type and concentration. Results were collected after
incubating for 3 and 24 hours. During the test, cell
morphology was also examined using a ProgRes c12
microscope camera (Jenoptik, Jena, Germany).

Cell migration and proliferation

To determine cell migration and proliferation, a scratch
test was done. The HS-5 cells were maintained in
DMEM in Petri dishes with a 35 millimeter diameter
until they created a monolayer. Then a scratch was
made using a sharp tool and the cell culture was incu-
bated in changed conditions (2% Fetal Bovine Serum,
Life Technologies, Houston, TX, USA) and the high-
est concentration of each metal nanoparticle. After
48 hours, the cells were stained using a May-
Grünwald solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). The
results were analyzed with a Fiji program (version
ImageJ 1.50e) by counting an average amount of cells
from three areas.
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Statistical analysis

Results were analyzed using a one-way variance
analysis (ANOVA) with Statgraphics Centrunion
(Statgraphics Technologies, The Plains, VA, USA)
where statistically significant differences were as-
sumed at p�0.05. All data were complied with the as-
sumption of ANOVA.

Results and Discussion

The metal nanoparticles used in the current study
were of various sizes. The silver and platinum nano-
particles were bigger than the gold and copper nano-
particles (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). Although a smaller size is
considered to be more toxic (ZHANG et al. 2014),
other factors may change their behavior (PULIT et al.

2011; RANA & KALAICHELVAN 2013; SHANG et al.

2014). Au-NPs and Cu-NPs were also more unstable
than the rest of tested samples. The mean values of
zeta potential are presented in Table 1. Taking into
consideration their physicochemical properties
(a small size and a lack of colloidal stability), it can be
concluded that they have a tendency to agglomerate in
solutions. This was also reported in a previous study
(KLOCHKOV et al. 2012). The agglomeration of nano-

particles may significantly contribute to cellular up-
take because of their ability to embed into the cell
layer to a greater extent than more dispersed nanopar-
ticles (HALAMODA-KENZAOUI et al. 2017). Even
though the agglomeration of nanoparticles is a chal-
lenge, after estimating the size distribution and zeta
potential, it is possible to conduct toxicological re-
search. The main reason for the agglomeration is high
ionic strength which is a mainstream in culture media
(ZOOK et al. 2011).

Cell viability was detected after 3 and 24 hours of
incubation (Fig. 3). The results showed that silver
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Fig. 1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of metal nanoparticles, (A) copper, (B) platinum, (C) silver, (D) gold.

Table 1

Mean values of zeta potential of metal
nanoparticles

Samples Zeta potential (mV)

Cu-NPs -6.72

Pt-NPs -16.60

Ag-NPs -27.80

Au-NPs -10.60
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Fig. 2. Size distribution of (A) copper, (B) platinum, (C) silver, (D) gold nanoparticles measured by dynamic light scattering method.



nanoparticles exerted the most toxic effect on cells,
increasing with extended incubation time and higher
concentration. According to previous investigations,
the deleterious effect of Ag-NPs on mammalian cells
has already been confirmed (FRANCHI et al. 2015;
SOOK et al. 2015; ZAPÓR 2016; XUE et al. 2018). In
contrast, platinum and copper nanoparticles had an
opposite effect – toxicity was lower with prolonged
incubation. Platinum is widely known for its remark-
able antioxidant (KONIECZNY et al. 2013) and cata-
lytic properties (KSI¥¯YK et al. 2015; BROWN et al.

2018). Pt-NPs are supposed to capture reactive oxy-
gen species even though they were previously a stress
factor. Au-NPs can interact with compounds in
growth media and change their properties such as
changing the surface charge. If the surface is cationic,
it is more toxic (ALKILANY & MURPHY 2010). In this
study, the harmful effect of Au-NPs on eukaryotic
cells was not proved. There is a possibility that the
Au-NPs had an anionic surface, or that they interacted
with the medium proteins which may have occurred
because of their low colloidal stability (Table 1). We
are in agreement with VIEIRA et al.’s (2017) research
which showed that gold nanoparticles may alter cells’
physiology without affecting their viability.

Gold and copper nanoparticles contributed the most
of all probes to cell movement (Fig. 4). Despite recorded
migration in all the samples during the 48-hour period

in relation to the control, even those previously con-
sidered to be toxic, such as silver nanoparticles, con-
tributed to increased cell migration. In Fig. 4, the
movement of the cells that overgrew the previously
made scratch can be observed. These cells showed
a normal phenotype, although in the case of the plati-
num sample the cells had slightly shrunk. The
untreated probe (control) did not show the highest
number of migrating cells, but the migration process
was evident due to visible protrusions after 48 hours.

In a previous experiment, the surface of gold nano-
particles was observed to have a significant impact on
cell migration (PITCHAIMANI et al. 2017). The results
of cell migration are shown in Table 2. The cells’ mor-
phology clearly indicated that they migrated due to
the visible lamellipodia which were observed in all
samples (Fig. 5). The biggest number of the dead cells
was observed in the probes treated with platinum
nanoparticles. Numerous and extensive protrusions
were observed in the copper and gold nanoparticle
probes in accordance with the previous test (the
scratch test) where the same factors caused the high-
est percent of migration.

The lamellipodia received environmental signals
which resulted in the formation of a leading edge
(KLIMASZEWSKA et al. 2011). This implies that metal
nanoparticles interact with the cell membrane. Never-
theless, this is not the only evidence pointing to the
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Fig. 3. Influence of metal nanoparticles on cell viability according to the incubation time. Each bar is a mean value ± standard deviation.
* statistically significant differences (p-value � 0.05)



impact nanoparticles have on cells. Before interacting
with a cell membrane, NPs may be tampered with by
ECM proteins which create a corona-coat. Proteins
gathered around NPs, alter their properties giving
them a more accessible design. The penetration of
cells occurs mainly through endocytosis (it also de-
pends on size and type). Inside the cells, their further
purpose is defined in conjunction with the Golgi ap-
paratus, endoplasmic reticulum, and with lysosomes
(BEHZADI et al. 2017). At the cellular level, it is the
Golgi apparatus that is responsible for copper ho-
meostasis (KIOUMOURTZI 2015). Previously, the HS-5
cell line was sensitive to Cu-NPs, however, this sensi-
tivity disappeared with prolonged time. Copper nano-
particles caused the highest percentage of migration,
which suggests that unless Cu-NPs destroy internal
organelles, cells will expand their secretory ability.
Considering nanoparticles’ ability to escape from the
endoplasmic vesicle to the cytoplasm or other com-
partments (BEHZADI et al. 2017), this kind of reaction
seems probable. Besides that, NPs can vary intracellular
pathways affecting the Rho family (KLIMASZEWSKA
et al. 2011). As a result, this could change the percent-
age of migration. The presence of dead cells may
prove that nanoparticles have an influence on genomes
or different organelles. It is suggested that nanoparticles
can enter different parts of the body, including the bone
marrow and its cells, where they have different effects
depending on the type of nanoparticle (EXBRAYAT et al.

2015). In addition, the effect of nanoparticles on non-
cancerous cells is important in determining the toxic-
ity that nanoparticles can have on healthy tissue. This
assumption was made by FRANCHI et al. (2015) using
normal human fibroblasts for their in vitro studies,
who at the same time underlined that there are few
studies that determine the cytotoxicity of metal nano-
particles in healthy tissues.

In summary, nanoparticles may interact with cells
on various levels. This depends on the unusual prop-
erties of nanoparticles as well as their activity within
cells.
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Fig. 4. Results of the scratch test showing the overgrown area (48 h)
relative to the control (0 hours). Each picture showing a scratch
at time 0 (0 h) was a reference for overgrowth process. All tests
were performed in the presence of an untreated control;
magnification 10x.

Table 2

Percentage of HS-5 cell line migration.

Samples Migration

Cu-NPs 72%*

Pt-NPs 53%

Ag-NPs 61%

Au-NPs 68%

Control 55%

* statistically significant differences (p � 0.05)



Conclusion

The effect of metal nanoparticles on eukaryotic
cells with a proper phenotype was confirmed. Silver
nanoparticles were observed to be the most toxic with

an increasing concentration from 1 to 5 ìg/ml, in
dose-dependent manner. Copper and gold nanoparti-
cles significantly affected the migration of the HS-5
cell line compared to the control group. These find-
ings give encouraging results which form the basis for
future experimental science.
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Fig. 5. Cell morphology during XTT assay, probes: (A) control, (B) copper, (C) platinum, (D) silver, (E) gold nanoparticles; white
arrows point to lamellipodia, black arrows point to dead cells, magnification 40x.
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